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n Gold rose 1 percent in today, lifted by a weaker dollar and a 10-month high for
silver, which benefited from robust Chinese buying. Gold touched a session
high of $1,246.40 an ounce and was up 1 percent at $1,242.96.

n One reason is that the dollar is weakening. Another reason is that there is
heavy buying in silver in Shanghai, and that has triggered buying in gold as
well. The U.S dollar fell 0.2 percent against a basket of major currencies.

n European equities climbed to three-month highs but that did not dampen
demand for gold, often seen as a hedge against risk. Gold traders were also
watching for comments from Federal Reserve officials to gauge the outlook for
U.S. monetary policy.

n Gold should probably hang on to its gains in the second quarter because the
dollar is likely to stay relatively subdued with the expectations of U.S. interest
rate hikes being pushed out to the second half of this year. That generally
means that the yield environment for non-interest-bearing assets remains fairly
favourable.

n The Fed raised rates modestly from near zero in December -- its first policy
tightening in nearly a decade. While futures markets imply no further increases
until December, Fed projections suggest there could be two more hikes by
year-end.

n New York Fed President William Dudley said that U.S. economic conditions
are "mostly favourable" but the Fed remains cautious on interest rates because
threats loom. Boston Fed President Eric Rosengren, however, said the Fed is
set to incresae rates more rapidly than investors currently expect.

n Top gold consumer China launched a yuan-denominated gold benchmark on
Tuesday as the country took an ambitious step to exert more control over the
pricing of the metal and boost its influence in the global bullion market.

Gold markets went back and forth during the course

of the day on Monday, as there is still quite a bit of

volatility in the overall trading community. We initially

reached above the $1240 level, only to turn back

around and form a somewhat benign candle. Ultimately,

this is a market that seems to favor the upside over

the longer term, but in the meantime it looks as if there

are a lot of questions. With this, we are cautiously

optimistic but recognize that volatility is here to stay.

We have no interest whatsoever in selling.  Momentum

on gold is negative as the MACD recently generated

a sell signal. This occurs as the spread crossed below

the 9-day moving average of the spread.  The index

moved from positive to negative territory confirming

the sell signal.

n Gold prices hit a four-day high in today�s session,

as a softer dollar supported demand for the

precious metal

n Spot gold was up 0.9%, having hit its highest

level since last week at $1,246.31 an ounce.

n Gold prices have gained 17% in value since the

start of the year, boosted by a weaker dollar and

global economic risks

n Dollar was down at 85.89, making the dollar-

denominated commodity cheaper

n Today�s rally in commodities, particularly in gold

is raising alarm bells for investors
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n Oil rose around two percent on Tuesday as a strike by oil workers in Kuwait
nearly halved crude production from the OPEC member, overshadowing bearish
sentiment following Sunday's failure by producers to agree to freeze output
levels.

n Thousands of Kuwaiti oil workers downed tools for a third day on Tuesday to
protest against planned public sector pay reform, cutting crude output to 1.5
million barrels per day (bpd), according to an oil spokesman cited by news
agency KUNA. That is little more than half of Kuwait's average output of 2.8
million bpd in March.

n Brent crude futures, the global benchmark, traded at $43.72 a barrel, 81 cents,
or 1.9 percent, above Monday's close. U.S. crude futures were up 64 cents,
or 1.6 percent, at $40.42 a barrel.

n Kuwait's disruption would likely be brief and investors would soon refocus on
the market's oversupply given the failure of major exporters on Sunday to agree
to freeze output to avoid worsening the glut.

n In the coming days oil production is likely to partially recover from its initial drop
as non-striking staff is redistributed and inventories drawn upon, avoiding a
force majeure on loadings

n A deal to freeze oil output by OPEC and non-OPEC producers fell apart on
Sunday after Saudi Arabia demanded that Iran join in despite calls on Riyadh
to save the agreement and help prop up crude prices.

n Iran has repeatedly said it would prioritize regaining pre-sanctions crude output
levels over discussing an output freeze. Iran's Deputy Oil Minister Rokneddin
Javadi said on Tuesday crude production would reach that level by the end of
the Iranian month of Khordad, which falls on June 20, according to state news
agency IRNA.

The WTI Crude Oil markets gapped lower at the open

on Monday, as the meeting in Qatar failed to produce

any type of agreement. There are still concerns about

oversupply, and the fact that we will not see any type

of production freeze suggests that oil markets could

struggle a bit. However, demand has been picking up

lately, so there should be a continued back-and-forth

type of fight when it comes to this marketplace. The

fact that we found quite a bit of bullish pressure

underneath to form what looks like a hammer suggests

of course that there is going to be a lot of struggle in

this market. At best, we are probably looking at short-

term trades and scalping of this market as although

there was a lot of bearish news over the weekend, the

reality is that this market has been acting on several

different factors for some time. Resistance is seen

near the April highs at 42.50.

n Oil prices rose as a strike by oil workers in Kuwait

and outages in other parts of the world renewed

hopes for a smaller global glut

n The gains also came as markets continued to

grapple with the fallout of the Doha production-

talks fiasco over the weekend

n Crude futures for delivery in May rose 65

cents, or 1.7%, to $40.43

n Kuwaiti oil workers went on strike for a third day

to protest against public-sector reforms

n Traders will be watching U.S. crude inventories

and production data for cues on global supply
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n Silver jumped 3 percent to its highest in more than 10 months on Tuesday on
a softer dollar and robust buying in China, helping to lift gold by 1 percent.
After quiet trading early in Asia, spot silver surged 3 percent to $16.73 an
ounce, its highest since June 2015. It pared some gains to trade up 2.5 percent
at $16.628.

n The surge boosted gold to a session high of $1,246.40 an ounce, up more
than 1 percent, after it dipped 0.3 percent earlier in the day in choppy trading.
Gold is following silver higher.

n One reason is that the dollar is weakening. Another reason is that there is
heavy buying in silver in Shanghai. And that has triggered buying in gold as
well. The most traded silver contract on the Shanghai Gold Exchange jumped
as much as 4.3 percent to 3,595 yuan per kilogram ($17.28 per ounce).

n Spot silver triggered stops once it breached the $16.30 level, prompting heavy
purchases. The dollar fell 0.2 percent against a basket of major currencies on
Tuesday. Commodity currencies rose against the U.S. dollar, drawing support
from oil prices which stabilised after a slide.

n A major index of Asian shares rose to five-month highs on Tuesday, but that
did not damp demand for gold, often seen as a safe-haven.  Silver traders
were also watching for comments from Federal Reserve officials to gauge the
outlook for U.S. monetary policy.

n The Fed raised rates modestly from near zero in December, its first policy
tightening in nearly a decade. While futures markets imply no further hikes until
December, Fed projections imply about two more hikes before year end.

n Fed is set to hike interest rates more rapidly than investors currently expect,
Boston Fed President Eric Rosengren said, pushing back on what he said was
investors' too pessimistic view of the U.S economy and monetary policy.

Silver markets had a very volatile session on Monday,

as we found both positive momentum and negative.

With this, we ended up bouncing around enough to

form a bit of a hammer which of course is a strong

sign of bullish pressure but we also have seen that

preceded by a shooting star. With that being the case,

it�s likely that there is going to be a bit of confusion

and consolidation in this area, but eventually become

break above the top of the shooting star from the

Friday session we feel that this market should continue

to climb. We have no understand selling at this point.

A weaker US Dollar is helping to underpin the market

while a surge in silver to a 10-month high is contributing

to its upside momentum. Silver jumped 3 percent on

Tuesday, driven by the weaker dollar and robust buying

in China.

n Silver hit a more than 10-month high as it followed

gold higher

n The gold/silver ratio�the amount of silver it takes

to purchase one ounce of gold�fell to its lowest

level in four months.

n Spot silver was up 3% at $16.683 an ounce in

today�s session, its highest level since June last

year

n The pressure has been building for silver to

explode higher in recent months

n Some investors are uncertain how much

higher silver prices can move
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